
Flying Tweed Saucer

There always seemed to be something. There are times to be part of things or to miss
the boat; being lost you can always be found. I don't remember why I had invited Ron out 
to my place, but he hit it off with my friend Mike real well. Their bond had settled on iris 
roots, they had found down by the river. I warned them not to go eating something they 
knew nothing about, but off they went in Mike's car with their bounty of bulbs. Luckily for 
them they had collapsed where an ambulance could arrive. They did recover and were 
released later in the week. When I visited the next weekend Ron said that even though their
experiment had failed, after the stomach pump had pulled them back from the edge, he had
received a message. My interesting friend needed to find a way to save me from myself. 

Constantly battling the mosquitoes and the black flies and building a cabin with no 
experience, I needed help. In the long run that may have been true, but for this time of my 
life I doubted that, I was raging against the machine. He told me he had found the perfect 
partner for me, and that I couldn’t do it alone. I agreed to meet his friend the following 
Saturday at his place behind the IAM Center (Institute of Applied Metaphysics). I arrived 
to find them climbing the rock cut on the highway across from the Center. Climbing a rock 
cut could have been entertaining for the passing tourists. I don’t think the parents would 
have believed the kids looking out the side windows reporting two guys dangling from 
ropes over the edge of the cliff. Saturday morning driving to the cottage kids fighting for 
extra room in the back seat. Going shopping in the big city, so many things to talk about 
and be distracted, no one swerved.

Ron and Jack were dressed in long underwear and silk capes. Ron was wearing a 
top hat and Jack had one of those pilot hats that Rocky the Flying Squirrel wore. They 
proudly wore their repealing harnesses over these stark white suits. I dangled at the edge of
the road in the car while they completed their contortions and gyrations. Their fulfillment 
lasted another half hour. I slouched in the car and waited.

This must have been the same sort of outfit he used when he visited the IAM Centre 
in the middle of the night. During those visits he would add a frogman's mask to his 
ensemble. The breathing hose he would swing in the air while repeating "Take me to your 
leader". The organizers of the Centre found this very disrespectful after all they had been 
entrusted with the sacred task of preserving the human genome. They were to repopulate 
the planet after all life was destroyed by aliens. At the time they had the ear of prominent 
politicians and local burgers, so Ron's comments were seen as silly distractions.

We went back to Ron's for a conversation that went in circles. All I can remember 
was the book "The Crack in the Cosmic Egg". After a while we headed to my place where 
Ron intended to do the pitch.

I needed to pick up a part for my tractor on the way. I parked on the main street of 
Madoc and walked across to Canadian Tire; it used to be in the village. I asked the guys to 
stay in the car because I would only be a few minutes. Of course this was not my day to win
the lottery. The car was empty. I walked to the four corners and after a few minutes there 
they were still in full regalia. They had been in the local Mac's Milk. I guess they were 
pretty hungry because they were ripping out chunks of bread and mowing down on a bar 
of cheese. I got them back into the car and heard them holler for the beer store, just when I 
thought I had made it out of town. Madoc tends to shut down Saturday afternoon about 
4pm. The Coop closes at two and most of the other stores close at five. The only people 



heading to the shops at four are the desperate people with last minute desires and in the 
70's there was no Sunday reprieve, so the last minute booty better fit the clock and the bill. 
I hoped they had been too busy with their dramas to notice mine.

The beer store is the call of last resort after those last minute purchases. There they 
were arms full of beer, the guys loaded for bear. There were the twelve packs and the six 
packs, and the determined twenty-fours seeking amnesia for the week preceding. I 
managed to slide down in the seat while the boys pranced out to claim their twenty-four.

We finally headed up the highway with Ron' monologue continuing. At my place we 
did the grand tour, Ron still thinking he had found the perfect partner for me. Towards 
dusk the mosquitoes decided who was going to stay and who was going to go. I drove them 
back to Ron's place. Ron was so broken hearted that composed poignant free form poetry 
all the way back to his pad with not a break. This was before rapping had been invented.

Despite the failure I did not blame Ron, because I had simply never invited his offer.
Ron was learning what many have learned; I don't give up the fight. My toughest opponent
is me and I take great pleasure in knocking myself out.

I returned a few times to see Ron and despite his bizarre behaviour his spontaneous 
art was phenomenal. Here was someone definitely crazier than me. After he realized that I 
was capable of running my own life into the vanishing point, he relaxed and started to 
share a part of himself that defied easy definition.

Ron was building a vehicle in his basement. Now most of the guys I know in the area
are good with engines. They are like Eskimos memorizing how to dismantle an Otter or a 
Sesna and then putting it back together with precise execution before the Arctic explorer 
wakes. If we had hotter winters they could be Mexican mechanics. There are some that 
rebuild old cars from their childhood or make sixes out of eights and eights out of sixes. 
Ron was building a spaceship. He wanted to land on Tweed. He felt that this would bring 
supreme consciousness to the people of Tweed and save them from mediocrity. I was young 
enough that the arrogance of such a scheme passed me by. He asked me if I had any short 
friends. He needed someone to model his cockpit with. I left with my tape measure and 
soon found someone to measure up.

Iago a Spanish French friend fit the bill and liked adventures. I asked him to come 
along for a fitting.

Iago had never seen a place like Ron's. Ron took us up to one of his hanging 
platforms and showed us the mockup for the cockpit. Iago was having a hard time fitting 
into the cramped conditions and soon Ron's perseverance proved too much for Iago's fiery 
Franco temper. When I stepped in to defuse the ceremony of discontent, Ron grabbed me 
and said, "No you have to be as relaxed as this." He then proceeded to throw me about the 
room. I don't know whether Ron knew intuitively that I was thoroughly versed in survival 
skills and able to fall without injury. Grade school had been very instructive, I had been 
sent to school the first day with shorts, a white shirt and tie. Luckily Dad found out and 
drove me downtown to by a pair of jeans for the next day. Unluckily though, the die was set
and I suffered enough beatings that I finally decided that since the inevitable was going to 
happen I would accept it. The first bully I encountered with my new philosophy heard me 
say, "Hit me" as I stuck out my chin. I was not bothered after that. Suffice to say I learned 
to roll with the punches. After a while throwing me about, Iago consented to try again. Ron 
wrote down some figures, we headed on our way.

I saw him again a couple of months later and he said he was going to land his 



spaceship on Tweed the following week to bring consciousness to the town. I promised to 
come by for the launch, but fate intervened.

I had been unemployed for the summer and my savings had run out. A job came 
along at the last moment, the moment when you have to decide to eat or feed the dog. The 
first day on the job I was asked to work overtime and when they sent out for chicken snack 
packs, I finished the meal and then ate the bones when no one was looking. They asked me 
to work the next day Sat. That was the day I had promised to go see Ron launched his 
heavenly machine. I do guilt really well, but money can make anyone a slut. I worked hard 
that day and promised myself that I would head over to Ron's the following day and make 
my amends.

The next day being Sunday I thought I would drop in to see friends along the way. 
That way I could take care of two layers of guilt. I am notorious for not visiting or going on 
and on with building or projects that consume me for endless time especially the fixing of 
mistakes that lead to more repairs. Norm and Toni were labouring in the forest too. They 
were nice peaceful people and their home always brought a sense of completion to my 
unfinished solitary life. They invited me in for a cup of tea and as we talked the reason for 
the visit came to the surface. When I said I was going to see Ron, they told me the police 
had been looking for him and had dropped by to ask them if they knew how to find him. It 
seemed the police had stopped Ron early that morning while he was hitch hiking to 
Ottawa, they told him his house was on fire. He said, "Yes, it was burning when I left." The
police were so shocked by the response that they returned to headquarters for more 
instructions. Now they were left with a mystery to save, I was left without a very interesting
friend and Tweed momentarily lost consciousness until Elvis was sighted in town years 
later. Had we all missed the boat or the mother ship or did Ron forget to open the roof 
before launch. I could well image, but I have to remain secure that I am still conscious and 
here.
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